
Multi-source Magnetic Pipeline 
Pig Location & Tracking System

The TRAXALL 770 is CDI’s major advance in state-of-the-art pipeline 
 on and tracking. Built upon 20 years of tracking know-how 

 cated Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology, the 
 er frequencies 

simultaneously.  

Pinpointer user interface technology allows for easy pig 
 on to within inches without the need for tricky nulling 

procedures.

MFL  ng, and launch/receive 
 on tools is a 

breeze with TRAXALL 770’s advanced permanent magnet tracking 
 es. The MFL graphical interface shows 

familiar zero-crossing signals with full recording 
and passage monitoring.

High-speed GPS system is built 
in, allowing arbitrary points of 

interest to be waypointed and 
stored in memory as GPS 

 ng 
records breadcrumb trails 
showing routes taken  

 nd  
 ons. 

 Returning to a pig’s  
 on or  

retracing your path along a pipeline 
with trackpoints is a snap with TRAXALL 

770’s robust, built-in Navigate-to-Waypoint 
 es. 

Waypoint and trackpoints may also be downloaded and 
 on 

  ng with high precision and stability. 

Bluetooth  on allows remote viewing of the system from a vehicle in inclement weather. 

CDI’s LineStat  rst! LineStat provides the 770 with the capability to autonomously monitor for pig 
 ons 

anywhere in the world.
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 on range expected 
by our customers, without external antennas or other cabling

 er family and 
 ers, as well as  

 ve systems

 me and date and are stored 
 ash memory

• Recordings, waypoints, and trackpoints may be organized into Job 
folders

• Recorded passages can be viewed, printed, downloaded to PC, 
 ed with Google Maps

 on of Jobs, and 
 rmware upgrades via upload/reboot 

 on

 on 
(for example, a vehicle cab or shelter during inclement weather) 
on a laptop or PC via TRAXALL Remote Control  on

• Built-in speaker alerts operator to pig passage events, even in noisy 
environments

 c and powder-coated 
 ons 

 onal temperature range -20° C to 70° C 
(-4° F to 158° F) and -30° C to 80° C (-22° to 176° F) in storage

TRAXALL 770
PIG TRACKING BY CDI

SUPPORTS CDI X-SERIES, CD42 “LEGACY,” AND MANY OTHER 
PIGGING TRANSMITTERS
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